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Dear Parents and Carers, 

 As a school we are becoming increasingly aware of pupils using social media and messaging apps on their 

devices. Such apps are extremely difficult for our pupils, who are still developing their social skills, to 

navigate successfully. This is one of the reasons why the developers of the apps set age requirements to 

use their app.  

Once messages are sent via Whatsapp, the sender no longer has control over that content – it can be 

shared and passed on forever! We are faced with an increasing number of problems involving Whatsapp 

in school this term:  

If a child makes a mistake and is unkind to a person face to face, it will most likely eventually be forgotten 

and the friendship can move on. If they are unkind over a social media app and the content still exists and 

is continuously shared, the friendship can be tainted by the act for a very long time and may never 

recover. Large numbers of people can be in one group chat. As we stated above your children are still 

developing their social skills. At the moment, their empathy is at a level where they cannot read 

situations over group messaging as well as they would face to face. This results in children– who would 

never be involved in an act of bullying in person – being more likely to participate in cyber bullying.  

Groups of 6 or more children are in some of these WhatsApp groups together. We have regular incidents 

where two children have had a disagreement at school. One child goes home and makes an unkind 

comment about the other in the WhatsApp group. The rest of the group join in by either adding 

comments, agreeing or sharing laughing emojis. 

On the playground the children would see this as 5 children versus 1, read the situation using their 

empathy and stop. However, on a messaging app they find it more challenging to make the connections. 

What we are doing at school to help. – 

Our PSHE and Computing Curriculum works on developing social skills such as empathy, as well as 

developing an understanding of the world we live in – including e-safety.  

We have informed pupils that they should not be accessing apps which have an age requirement that 

they do not meet, however we accept that as parents, whether or not you allow your child to use these 

apps, is your decision.   

As part of our Safeguarding Policy, we remain committed to referring any child protection issue which 

arises from the inappropriate use of social media and messaging apps to the relevant external agencies.  

http://www.alfredstreetjunior.org/
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Despite these issues occurring outside school, if a situation of cyber bullying occurs between our children, 

we will use the full extent of our behaviour policy to remedy situations. This will be dealt with during the 

child’s breaktime to minimise the impact on their learning time.  

 

Parents and Carers are in the best position to stop cyber bullying from happening:  

1. Please monitor the use of apps and devices in your household  

2. Set up parent locks on apps you do not want your children to use  

3. Talk to your children about e-safety 

4. Check their phones and devices periodically to make sure that the content of conversations is 

appropriate for your children and not unkind to others.  

 

Information to support you with all of the above can be found here: https://www.nspcc.org.uk/keeping-

childrensafe/online-safety/  

 

Kind regards, 

Mrs S Smith 
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